
USS  Don Johnson  NCC-61701
Mission 10305.15

.
Host ACTD_Chris says:
<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Webster says:
@::Standing in the brig, watching the SCO, resisting the urge to scratch::

CSO_Adrel says:
@ *OPS*: Ens Jankara, this is LtCmdr Adrel, where are you? ::continues her way towards the SO's location::

OPS_Jankara says:
::Scans the stone body::

OPS_Jankara says:
@*CSO*  I'm a few hundred meters from Sickbay Ma'am.  I've found another, um...body.

Host Captain_Grift says:
::Finshes sending his latest report to SFHQ and awaits their reply::

CMO_Mahl says:
@*OPS* Jankara, where did you get to?

OPS_Jankara says:
@::Thinks she's popular today::

OPS_Jankara says:
@*CMO* I'm a few hundred meters from where I left you.  I'm examining something.  Is there a problem?

CSO_Adrel says:
@*OPS*: A body? Don't touch it, scan it, I'm coming!

XO_Webster says:
@::Pulls her arm away from the SCO, wondering what that was all about::

OPS_Jankara says:
@*CSO* I tripped over it but haven't made skin contact.

CMO_Mahl says:
@*OPS* I'm not sure I can continue on.  My arms and legs are beginning to feel like stone.  The itching is so bad, but I cant seem to reach the itchy spots anymore.

CSO_Adrel says:
@*SO*: Come join myself and Ens Jankara near sickbay. And if you can compare you know what, do so. Adrel out.

CSO_Adrel says:
@*OPS*: Aye. Check yourself from time to time for possible rash appearance.

CMO_Mahl says:
@::Walks slowly to a biobed and orders it to fully scan him again::

CSO_Adrel says:
@::Turns around and heads for sickbay::

OPS_Jankara says:
@*CMO* The CSO is on her way here.  We'll come check on you soon.

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Walking down the corridor quickly, looking around::

XO_Webster says:
@::Looks at the SCO:: SCO: What now?

CMO_Mahl says:
::Climbs up onto the biobed, with a lot of difficulty::

Host Captain_Grift says:
::Scans the Starbase looking for whatever is blocking the transporter system::

OPS_Jankara says:
@::Reads her scans of the stone statue::

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CMO*: Doctor? I don't have time to analyze what you sent me, can you send it to the Captain? The medical personnel on board the ship can analyze it.

SCO_Jinxx says:
@XO:Feeling alright Commander? ::smiles sweetly::

CMO_Mahl says:
@*CSO* I will try, but my fingers are beginning to grow stiff.

XO_Webster says:
@::Tries to smile back but her face is a bit stiff:: SCO: Of course.  But, just out of curiosity, what happens now?

OPS_Jankara says:
@*CO* Are you prepared to download any data we are collecting here?  My tricorder is giving the strangest readings.

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CMO*: Do your best, it'll keep yourself and your fingers busy.

CMO_Mahl says:
@::Attempts to contact the CO:: *CO* Sir, This is Joran Mahl, I am going to attempt to send you information about a rash that I have developed, as well as scans that I have taken on the remains of what I believe to be the crew of the station.  Please run the information through the medical computers, with the hope that they can find a cure.

Host Captain_Grift says:
*OPS*: The DJ's computer is standing by

OPS_Jankara says:
@::adds as a sudden afterthought:: *CO* Sir!

OPS_Jankara says:
@*CO* Thank you, Sir.  Beginning transfer...

Host Captain_Grift says:
*CMO*: Send away.

SCO_Jinxx says:
::Walks back and forth::XO: Now what should I do with you Commander?

OPS_Jankara says:
@::Begins dumping her tricorder readings into the DJ's database::

CSO_Adrel says:
@::Turns and continues her way::

XO_Webster says:
@::Watches the SCO:: SCO: What're my options?

CMO_Mahl says:
@::Slowly hits the proper buttons to send all the information that he has gathered to the CO::

SCO_Jinxx says:
@XO: You think you have options here?

OPS_Jankara says:
@*XO* Ma'am?  Do you have a moment for my report?

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: Captain, do you want a status report from down here, sir?

Host Captain_Grift says:
::Routes the data into the DJs computer for analysis.::

XO_Webster says:
@::Shrugs:: SCO: Well, you did ask.

Host Captain_Grift says:
*CSO*: Go ahead.

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Walks around looking for the SCO::

OPS_Jankara says:
@*XO* Commander?

OPS_Jankara says:
@*CSO* Cmdr. Webster isn't answering her commbadge.

SCO_Jinxx says:
@XO: Get me your Captain and then we can discuss your options Commander.

XO_Webster says:
@::Narrows eyes:: SCO: Have you tried to comm him?

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: XO is detained. I believe I saw the SCO remove her comm badge. CMO is beginning to get worse. He is in the SB sickbay. SO is on her way to meet with me but I asked her to compare you know what if she can. OPS is scanning a body. I'm going to meet up with her in the hope we can find a cure or at least slow the rash

CMO_Mahl says:
@::takes out his tricorder, and orders it to record a memo for him:: <tricorder> begin recording a message to my mother and father.  In case I don’t make it, I just want you both to know that I did my best, but my best doesn’t seem to be good enough.  If this rash does lead to me becoming stonelike, I just want you both to know that I love you with all my heart.  End recording and file for the CO's eyes only.  He will know what to do with it.

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Asks the computer for the location of the SCO, and heads for the brig::

CSO_Adrel says:
@*OPS*: I think that the SB commander removed it from Cmdr Webster's uniform.

SCO_Jinxx says:
@XO: Now why don't you be a good little commander and do that for me, huh?

Host Captain_Grift says:
*CSO*: Could this 'rash' be the cause of everyone's erratic behavior?

XO_Webster says:
@::Stretches hands out:: SCO: Well, you know, I would be happy to do that, but I seem to have misplaced my commbadge.

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: And, sir, I believe our CTO may be in danger if not, dead. The SB CO threw a Ferengi finger to the XO. It is located in the CO's office. If you could beam it up....

OPS_Jankara says:
@*CMO* Have you scanned to make certain this rash isn't affecting your mind?

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: It could be the cause sir, yes.

Host Captain_Grift says:
*CSO*: The transporters are not functions right now.

SCO_Jinxx says:
@::Motions to the guard::XO: He'll take you to C&C and you can call him from there.

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Hears voices as he approaches the brig, and finds the SCO and XO.  Stands close by the door so not to interrupt::

XO_Webster says:
@::Nods:: SCO: Sure, no problem.  ::waits for the guard to move out::

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: I don't suggest that we send someone not infected to retrieve it as it may be infected. But... sending someone who has already developed the rash. Though it would be risky as the person would have to get in the CO's office, but it could be our only chance.

CSO_Adrel says:
@::Sees OPS a few meters away::

CMO_Mahl says:
@*OPS* No, mother.  It's not time to wake up yet.  I don't need to do any scans for my classes today. ::becomes a bit delirious::

SCO_Jinxx says:
@::Sees Rocks:: SXO: Oh good. Go along with the Commander here and the guard to C&C. The Commander is going to talk to her CO, but be sure and watch her closely.

OPS_Jankara says:
@*CMO* Doctor, I am NOT your mother.

XO_Webster says:
@SXO: Yes, you had better watch me closely.  I'm Very dangerous.

Host Captain_Grift says:
*CSO*:I'll try to see if I can configure the beam to punch through their scattering field.

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Nods:: SCO: Yes sir, what are they going to be talking about...so know what to look out for?

SCO_Jinxx says:
@<Guard>:: leads the way from the brig area::

XO_Webster says:
@::Tries not to laugh as she follows the guard::
OPS_Jankara says:
@::Looks up to see the CSO::

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: Aye, if it's not possible sir, Ens Mahl is infected. But he is getting worse.

CMO_Mahl says:
@*OPS* Who are you? What do you want? Leave me alone!

XO_Webster says:
@::Realizes the rash is spreading down her cheek to her neck::

Host Captain_Grift says:
:: Attempts to beam the finger into quarantine in sickbay.::

SCO_Jinxx says:
@SXO: She is to get the Captain of the Don Johnson to come to my office and that is all, understood?

XO_Webster says:
@::Turns back to the SCO:: SCO: I thought you wanted to talk to him?

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Nods and follows then out::

SCO_Jinxx says:
@XO: When you get him here, I'll talk to him. Now go!

Host ACTD_Chris says:
ACTION: The "finger" is transported to quarantine.

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: Sorry, it took so long.

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: How are things? Found anything new?

XO_Webster says:
@::Shrugs and follows the guard again::

Host Captain_Grift says:
:: After the computer acknowledges the successful beaming of the finger, Grift heads onto the turbolift enroute to sickbay.::

OPS_Jankara says:
@CSO: That ::points to the stone figure sticking out of the plant:: and the CMO just called me his mother.

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Follows closly behind the XO, staring at the back of her head::

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: His mother? Do you think he is delusional?

CMO_Mahl says:
@*OPS* Waitress, what do you have to do to get some good service around this joint?

OPS_Jankara says:
@CSO: I was going to ask if I could go scan him again.

OPS_Jankara says:
@::Hears the CMO:: CSO: See?

CSO_Adrel says:
@::Hears the CMO:: *CMO*: Ens Mahl! Come back to your sense! Come on! Fight it!

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: You can't go in there or you may get infected too.

OPS_Jankara says:
@CSO: I may already be.  I touched him!

CMO_Mahl says:
@::Tries to get up, but his arms and legs wont move::

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: The CMO is beginning to be delusional, sir.

Host Captain_Grift says:
::Arrives in sickbay and immediately begins running scans on the finger.::

XO_Webster says:
@::Walks along, taking her time, thinking::

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: You touched him? Look for rash marks on yourself....

OPS_Jankara says:
@::Forces herself not to panic::

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Thinks the XO is going to slow, and pushes her forward roughly::

SCO_Jinxx says:
@<Guard>:: enters the turbolift and waits for the SXO and XO to get in:: XO: Move it!

CMO_Mahl says:
@*CSO* your majesty!  I am not worth to be in your presence, ma'am.

XO_Webster says:
@::Fakes a fall as the SXO pushes her::

OPS_Jankara says:
@CSO: I don't have any.  I've been checking a lot.

CSO_Adrel says:
@::Sighs as she hears the CMO::

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: If you don't have any, then we won't take the chance to send you in there.

SXO_Rocks says:
@XO: Oh, did the poor XO trip, poor muffin , now get up!

SCO_Jinxx says:
@<Guard>::grins at Rocks and winks::

OPS_Jankara says:
@CSO: Then we've got to figure out what's going on.  He's too cute to lose. ::looks totally serious::

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: Yep we do. And in case, let's not touch one another.

XO_Webster says:
@SXO: I don't think I can. ::fakes a wince as she tries to put weight on her ankle::

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: Were you able to retrieve the finger, captain?

CSO_Adrel says:
@::Looks at the statue and opens her tricorder to scan it. Looks at it really carefully trying to see if something strange is on there::

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Leans down and grabs a hand full of hair, and yanks upwards:: XO: I said now

Host Captain_Grift says:
*CSO*: Yes, I'm running scans on it now.

OPS_Jankara says:
@CSO: Finger?

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: Long story.... let's focus.

XO_Webster says:
@SXO: You're a pleasant one, aren't you?  I guess you are the one that chopped up my CTO.

SCO_Jinxx says:
@<Guard>::picks up Webster::XO: There now. Keep quiet and let's move it!

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: Good sir. The CMO really needs to be cured, he is getting worse and worse.

XO_Webster says:
@:: Stands, but doesn't put a lot of weight on her left foot::

CMO_Mahl says:
@*OPS* I would like to request a wake up call for 0900 hours please.  And, I need more towels brought up to my room right away.  Thanks. ::falls asleep::

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Holds on to the XO's arm, and pulls her to the TL:: XO: Wouldn't you like to know ::Enters the TL and calls for the C&C::

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CMO*: Ensign? Can you tell.... your majesty.... how your skin is looking right now?

XO_Webster says:
@SXO: I wasn't asking a question.  ::leans against the SXO::

OPS_Jankara says:
@*CMO* Yes sir.  I'll bring in some stone wash as well. ::shrugs at the CSO::

SCO_Jinxx says:
@::Heads towards another lift and heads for the tactical section of the station in secondary control::

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: I wonder if he is beginning to see changes on his skin.

CMO_Mahl says:
@::Wakes up as he hears people talking to him:: *CSO* Who are you, what do you want?

CSO_Adrel says:
@::Looks behind the statue::

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CMO*: I'm your friend. Tell me, how does your skin look like?

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Shrugs and pushes the XO off:: XO: Don't lean on me, don't touch me... ::As the doors open to C&C, pushes her out::

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: We better keep chatting with him so he doesn't fall asleep. That way, he'll have a better chance of fighting this.

CSO_Adrel says:
@::Scans the bottom of the statue::

XO_Webster says:
@SXO: Oh, sorry, for some reason I thought you people were into touching.  ::walks out into the C&C::

CMO_Mahl says:
@::Tries to look at his hands, or any other part of his skin:: *CSO* I can't tell.  my arms wont move.

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CMO*: How about your legs? ::tries not to sound concerned::

SCO_Jinxx says:
@<Guard>::shoves the XO along::XO: I said to keep quiet!

CMO_Mahl says:
@::Turns his head, and happens to see a mirror where he can see himself:: *CSO* From the reflection, I think the person in the mirror has big red splotches all over him.

SXO_Rocks says:
@Guard: lets get her to a console to com her ship

XO_Webster says:
@Guard: I was responding to your boss, so back off.

Host Captain_Grift says:
*CSO*: I'm not getting much clear data from the scans. The computer is having a hard time reading it...

CMO_Mahl says:
@::Thinks to himself that the poor person in the mirror must be in agony::

CMO_Mahl says:
@Self: That poor guy, I wonder what happened to him, or who he is?

SCO_Jinxx says:
@<Guard>::pushes the XO to the communications console::XO: Ok, call your boss and make it snappy!

OPS_Jankara says:
@CSO: Ma'am, with all due respect.  If I can get some good scans of him while he is changing.  It may show us what's happening to these bodies.

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Moves over and sits close beside the XO::

XO_Webster says:
@::Looks at the SXO:: SXO: Now what is it you wanted me to ask him?  I seem to have forgotten.  ::takes a seat in the chair::

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: And the data you got, does it seem like something we know? Something we can cure? The CMO says he has red spots all over and he can't move his arms.

OPS_Jankara says:
@CSO: Please let me go find out.  I'll only get close enough for a scan.  Not close enough for him to touch me.

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Smacks her in the back of the head:: XO: Remember now?

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: Wait a second please.

Host Captain_Grift says:
*CSO*: The scans are inconclusive and not yet complete.

OPS_Jankara says:
@::Bites her tongue to keep from another outburst::

XO_Webster says:
@::Moves her head from side to side:: SXO: Well, actually, that made it worse.  What can I do for you?

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: Sir, I know we should approach anyone infected, but maybe our only way is to scan the CMO? OPS offers to go see him, but I rather I go there. And if I have to touch in order to save others, I will.

SCO_Jinxx says:
@<Guard>::leans down and presses his phaser against Webster's cheek::XO: Now woman!

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: Continue checking the statues, there is no way I'm sending you in there. I'll go myself and risk my own life before risking yours.

XO_Webster says:
@::Rubs her cheek up and down over the phaser:: Guard:: Thank you.  That was Really starting to itch.

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Hits her again, this time harder::: XO: I can do this all day...Guard: thanks ::grins::

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: But you are right, we are at a point where scanning the CMO may be the key.

CSO_Adrel says:
@::waits patiently for the CO's answer::

Host Captain_Grift says:
*CSO*: I can't scan the CMO from here.  But, you shouldn't need to touch him to get a good scan.

SCO_Jinxx says:
@:: Speaks to someone in secondary control and smiles as they leave::

XO_Webster says:
@::Grins and toggles the comm:: *CO*: Captain Grift, this is Commander Webster.

CSO_Adrel says:
@*CO*: I'm going in. Ens Jankara will continue scanning the statues and looking for clues. 
She'll send you her scan results.

OPS_Jankara says:
@CSO: But if I'm already infected, I wouldn't be anymore at risk than I already am, Ma'am. ::tries to sound respectful::

CMO_Mahl says:
@::Suddenly begins singing..."there's no business like show business..."::

SCO_Jinxx says:
@::Begins to work on something at the console::

Host Captain_Grift says:
*CSO*: Received.

CSO_Adrel says:
@OPS: We don't know if you are infected, Ens. You haven't developed a rash. You are rational.

SXO_Rocks says:
@Guard:If she says anything not concerning getting the CO here,  shoot her ::Whispers::

OPS_Jankara says:
@CSO: Aye Ma'am. ::turns in search of more statues::

CSO_Adrel says:
@::Walks to sickbay's doors:: OPS: Don't touch anything and if you begin to hitch, let me know.

CSO_Adrel says:
@::Enters sickbay::

OPS_Jankara says:
@::Nods to the CSO and moves away::

XO_Webster says:
@::Looks around at the SXO:: SXO: I have excellent hearing, by the way ::turns back to the console, waiting for Grift::

CMO_Mahl says:
@::Hears someone enter, looks up and sees the CSO there::

SCO_Jinxx says:
@<Guard>::smiles broadly::SXO: My pleasure. ::rubs the phaser with his hand lovingly::

SXO_Rocks says:
@::Grins:: XO: You were suppose to hear it

OPS_Jankara says:
@Self: Statues, I gotta’ find some more statues.

XO_Webster says:
@SXO: Ahhh, you are trying to be melodramatic.  ::claps hands:: Very good.

OPS_Jankara says:
@::Continues to scan::

CMO_Mahl says:
@CSO: Oh, I must have forgotten to post the do not disturb sign, but I really don’t need a maid now, thanks anyway.

CSO_Adrel says:
@CMO: Ensign. I'm here to help you. Stand still and don't touch me. I'm going to scan you.... ::opens her tricorder::

SCO_Jinxx says:
@:;Brings up the DJ's specs and looks them over::

OPS_Jankara says:
@Self: Good thing I can be rational about this.  Otherwise I'd be crazy and talking to myself about it all.

Host ACTD_Chris says:
<<<<<<<<pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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